Caro Maestro e Cavaliere Mignone: Cosa scriviamo oggi? Reflections on writing the new edition of the seminal multidisciplinary masterpiece Italy Today (from WW2 to the Coronavirus Pandemic).

Abstract: This contribution will present the details behind the project of the new edition of Italy Today coedited by Mario Mignone and Nicolino Applauso forthcoming with Peter Lang Publishing. This new edition is entitled Italy Today: Changes and Challenges from WWII to the Coronavirus Pandemic and is the 4th edition of the multidisciplinary history textbook previously authored by Mignone in 2008. Since 2008, many things have changed in Italian and global history, including both social and demographic changes in the Italian population. More specifically, the world experienced the global financial crisis of 2008, mass migrations from Africa and the east, as well as the Coronavirus pandemic and major international refugee crisis that impacted Italy on profound ways. The main strength of Mario Mignone’s masterpiece is its wide-ranging and multidisciplinary method that approaches the history of Italy through multiple levels, including (but not limited to) a political, economic, sociological, and anthropological perspective. The collaboration between Mignone and Applauso was recently conceived in 2017. Through a series of tragic events, including the unexpected passing of Mario Mignone, recent world calamities (such as the Coronavirus pandemic and the Russian-Ukrainian war), the project has been delayed. Despite these challenges, the book continues to be developed and incorporates all the new changes occurred in Italian political and social history, while keeping the multifaceted spectrum of the original masterwork created by Mignone. By illustrating the history of the collaboration between the two authors and the projected changes and updated that will be implemented in this new edition, we will be able to better grasp the important contribution of Mario Mignone to Italian studies and the challenges that he faced in writing this seminal work.
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